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SYNOPSIS

Previous investigations of bolted joints have shown the

need for investigating the possibility of raising the allowable

bearing value for high tensile bolted connections. The purpose

of the investigation reported herein is to obtain experimental

data which might justify more intensive investigation in this

field. The authors feel that the results of the.tests performed

do justify further experimentation, as will be shown in the body

of the report.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1. Object and Scope of Investigation

Previous investigations have shown the possibility of rais~

ing the ratio of shear stress to tensile stress for high tensile

bolted structural joints ~ However" there are no recorded attempts

to show the feasibility of raising the ratio of bearing stress to

tension stress in the same proportion as the ratio of shear stress

to tensile stress, thereby bringing joints designed with the raised

allowable stresses back to the balance which they have under the

present specifi~ation.

Because of this deficiency in p~evious reports on this sub

ject" the test program reported here was originated in an attempt

to furnish a good foundation for future investigations in this

field.

The objects of this investigation were to determine the

foll mVing:

1. The ·effect of fastener material on allowable bearing

stresses.

2. The effect of fastener initial tension on allowable

bearing stresses.

This report summarizes the results of tests made on 22

joints of 6 independent designs. The joints were of double strap

butt types tested statically at room temperature. Ten control

coupons from the parent plates were also tested under similar con

di tions.
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II~· DESCRI PrION OF TEST SPECIMENS AND EQUI PMENT

l~ Description of Test Specimen~

The method of determining the effecti ve net width for de·'

[,1gn of the joints '72"S the relative gage method{l)* in which the

effective net width is described as follows:

But not more than 0.87 GKH

Where:
D = Actual hole diameter

G = Trans·vel'se distance betwe'en any two successive holes

K = 0.82 plus 0.0032 R but not more than 1.00

R = Reduction in area of standard control coupon in per
cent

H = 1.00 for drilled holes
0~862 for punched holes

Details of the joints which were tested are shown in Fig.l.

The plate material was A.S.T.M. A7 structural steel. The fasteners

used \rvere 3/4 11 0 hot driven rivets (A.S.T.M. A14l), 3/4 i'0 and 7/8"0

common bolts (A.S.T.M. A307), and 3/4i1 0 high tensile bolts (A.S.T.M.

A325). Additional descriptive information may be fOill1d in Table IIo

The contents of this table include" T:S:B ratios (ratios of tensile~

shear, and bearing stresses to tensile stress)" fastener initial

tension" edge distances, type of fastener, type of failure" theo

retical efficiencies, test efficiencies, and coefficients of fric~

tion of the plate material. There are two sets of T:S:B ratios

and theoretical efficiencies reported, one based on the relative

gage method net area and another based on the net area as defined

by A.I.S.C. Specifications (2) Section 19 •
.~-~----~---------------------------------~---------------~
·~·Numbers in () indicate reference number in Bibliography.
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In order to identify the specimens they are designated by

a letter and an Arabic numerial; the letter indicating the T:S:B

ratio series and. t~1€· r!.umber indicating the joint wi thin the ser.i":Js"

T '11. f t -I- d j . t J.·n +-.he (fe" serJ.·es the prefix"l".,. :n. Geea s f) 0: e. :'13 .e s CI 9 . 01 n as _~

IY}jicates the origins.l test, while the prefix "2" denotes a re-

'cested joint..,

The center plates were cut from parent plates as indicated

in Figs o 2a and 2b~ The strips of plate marked "Xii are control

. eoupons 0

The plates were cleaned except for normal mill scale and

assembled with the predetermined fastener tension. Where the

joints were too wide for the jaws of the testing machine, pUll

ends were welded to the ends of the specimens previous to their

assembly. A typical test set-up is shown in Photograph 1.

2. Material Control

It was realized at the outset that careful control of the

plate material must be obtained. This control was accomplished in

two ways, by specifying the direction of rolling on the plate lay

outs and by locating numbered control coupons throughout the parent

plates. These coupons were machined and' tested as recommended by

A.S.T.M. standard precedure. The ultimate strengths varied trans~

verselyacross the plates. Compensation for this was made by pro

portioning the strength of the coupons across the parent plates.

The mechanical properties of the plates are given in Table I.

In order to insure proper bolt tension each bolt was inde-

pendently calibratedo This was accomplished by applying an axial

tension by means of special pUllheads" while the total elongation
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was being measured with a bolt extensometer. In the case of the

high tensile bolts the loads applied were 90% of elastic proof

load,. as recommeTlc'3d by the Research Cot"'....."lcil on Ri veted and Bolted

StrunturaJ Joints of Th~ Engineering FOlmdation~ and an increased

proof load. FoY.' the connnon bolts, I.Joad"·

:8:,ionge.tion curvps W8re plotted and a v.'3.1ue close to the yield point

~~3 chosen for the bolt tension. These curves are shown on Fig. 3Q

The bolts were installed in the joints and torqued until the pre-

.j·3termined elonga.tion w·as attained.

3. Special Equipment

Since it was important to measure the elongation of the

bolts, a special bolt extensometer was designed by the authors

utiliZing a 0.0001 ino .dial gage. The extensometer is pictured in

Photograph 2. In order to measure the slip between the plates as

load was applied, slip gages were designed, as pictured in Photo

graph 2. These gages were mounted on either side of the joint by

means of pointed set screws in punch marks. The mounted slip gages

may be seen in Photograph 1.

The following is the gen~ral test procedure that was car

ried out on all joints tested.

The joints were assembled and placed in the testing machine

and a load sufficient to hold the joints in place was applied. Tc,::'

slip gages were then attached. Load increments were applied and

slip readings taken. (Note: slip as used in this report includes

local yielding as well as plate slip,since no provision was made
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to differentiate between them.) Slip gages were removed after

general yielding was observed, and all specimens were loaded to

failure. Yield load, ultimate load and type of failure were re-

corded •

The procedure was varied in the "e" series joints with

3/4 1l '0 high tensile bol ts and increased bearing to tension stress

ratio. Several of the original joints faJ.led by end tGar outs or

shear-outs. These joints were designed with an end distance of

Four of these joints were remade with a. 2" end distance

which was sufficient to remedy this undesired behavior. It is of

interest to note that the A.I.S.e. Specification (2.) Section 23( f)

requires an end distance or 2u for this series of joints. The slip

readings were taken on the original test, since the mode of failuro

had no effect on the slip readings, and only the ultimate load was

recorded when the remade joints were tested.
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III~ RESULTS. OF TESTS

1. Slip Relat~onships

Load - slip curves for the joints tested can be found on

Figs. 4 to 8. It can be seen that the curves for bolts exhibit a

definite slip load while the curve for a riveted connection (Fig.4)

shows no definite slip load. At the working load, however, the

riveted connection had slipped m.ore than the high tensile bolt con

nection. Generally, with the exception of the "B II series, the high

tensile bolts With an initial tension slipped at or above the work

ing load (20,000 x Eff. Net Area). The slip curves for COnDJ10n

bolts With an initial tension resemble those for high tensile bolts

but the initial slip occurred at a much lower load except for joint

D-l v1hich had 7/8"0 common bolts With an initial tension of 16 kips.;>

This joint slipped at the working load.

The coefficient of friction between the plates varies from

0.19 to 0.38. There seems to be little or.no correlation between

fastener type or bolt tension and the coefficient of friction. The

coefficients of friction shown by the tests are given in Table II.

2. Efficiencies

The theoretical efficiencies computed by A.I.S.C. Speci

fications are between 6 and 10 percentage points lower than the

theoretical efficiencies as com.puted by the relative gage method.

For joints with common bolts the relative gage predicted

efficiency was a maximum of 5.6% greater than the test efficiency

while the maximum diffel"'ence for A.I.S.C. predicted efficienci.es

was 10% ~ess than test efficiency. For riveted connections the

relati ve gage predicted efficiency vvas a maximum of 4.2% P'l::.eater__.._ 0
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tha~ the test efficiency and the A.r.S.C. predicted efficiency was

a maximum of 6% less than test efficiency. For the high tensile

bol ts the rela tive gage predicted efficiency was a maximurl1 of 2.5%

greater than test efficiency and A.r.S.C. predicted efficiency was

a maximum of 8.8% less than test efficiency. For the high tensile

bolts the relative gage efficiencies were 1.1% gre2.ter on the ave"

ra~~ than the test efficiencies while the A.r.S.C. efficiencies

averaged 6.8% lower than test efficiencies.

3. Modes of Failure

The joints with the h1gh bearing stresses and 1.5" edge

distance (the "C" Series with T:S:B= 1:0.98:2.67) suffered tear

out failures; pictures of these failures can be seen in Photo·

graph 3. The nominal shearing stress intensity on these tear outs

was 25,750 psi. By increasing the edge distance to 2:" the shear

ing stress on the idealized tear out section would be 24,200 psi

at ultimate load and the joints failed in tension. A picture of

the plate failure with the increased edge distance may also be

seen in Photograph 3.

rn joint series "A" VJith T:S:B ratio of 1:0.745:2., joints

A-3 and A-4 failed through shear in the 3/4"0 common bolts. The

shear intensity at the time of failure was 40,000 psi on the gross

area of the fasteners.

The remainder of the joints failed across the net sections

of the center plates. Photograph 4 shows pictures of joint fail

ures with high tensile bolts as the T:S:B ratios varied from

1:0.75:2 to 1:1:2.67. Photograph 5 shows the failure j.n two joints

of identical design with the only variable being bolt tension. One

joint had 0 bolt tension and failed at 105.8 Kips; the other
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·
joint had an initial, bolt tension of 90% elastic proof load

,

(26 kips) and failed at 105.0 kips.

It is of interest to note that despite the fact that high

bearing stresses were attained in the joints the high tensile bolts

themselves suffered very little damage... Upon investigation it vms

found that the threads of the bolts embedded themselves into the

plate material to such an extent that they could be more easily

removed With a wrench than by driving them with a hanwer •
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IV ~ SUMMARY· AND CONOLUSI ONS

1. Summary

Generally speaking the high bearing to tension ratios

(T:S:B=1:0.98:2.67) had little or no effect on the effi·cienci·es of

the high tensile bolted connections. It should be noted, however,

that the high bearing values with the common bolt test series IIEII

(T~S:B=1:A6:2.00) may have caused the slight decrease in joint ef-

ficiency.

2 • Conclusions

In Table III there is given a comparison of theoretical

and actual test efficiencies as related to fastener material. It

can be seen that at A.I .S.C. Specification allowable stresses the

rivet proved to be the least efficient in developing the theoretical

efficiency but the difference is small. The common bolts were more

efficient than the rivets, and the high tensile bolts were most

efficient. At a T:S:B of 1:0.98:2.67 the high tensile bolted con

nections lost no efficiency with the increased bearing stresses.

In the case of the common bolts, when the shear ratio was

raised to 0.745 the result was a failure by shear in the fasteners.

The average Ultimate load for these joints was 70,500 lbs. and the

average ultimate strength of the control coupons was 62,800 psi,

therefore, the effective net are.a required for balance between ten-

sion and shear failure is 70.5 "'1 vided by 62.8 or 1.122 sq. in.

The new necessary net area corresponds to a T~S ratios of 1:0.636.

Due to the drop in efficiency as the bearing ratios for conll'non

bolted joints was increased in series "E", it is believed that the

balanced bearing ratio lies between 1.25 and 2, probably in the
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vacinity of 1.8. It now seems feasible that the balanced design

ratio for connnon bolted joints. may be raised from 1:0.5:1.25 to

1:0.64:1.8. This would correspond to alilswable' stresses of 20,000

psi in tension, 12,700 psi in shear, and 36,,000 psi in bearing.

This supposition would definitely require further experimental

verification.
I

Table IV shows the effect of initial bolt tension on the,

efficiency of high tensile bolted connections as indicated by the
\

test resUlts. It can b~ seen that there was no effect on the ef-

ficiency of the joints due to the increaye in initial bolt tension

from 0 lb. to 26,000 Ibs. There is, however, a general trend

towards p.igher slip loads as the bolt tension is increa\:t.)

In spite of the fact that initial bolt tension &nfr no ,ef

fect on the ultimate strength of the joints, there were no bearing

failures observed during the test program as evidanced by the close

correlation between the pr!3dicted efficiencies and actual test ef'

ficiencies. The authors feel that due to" the superior quality of'

the high tensile bolt material it is feasible to raise the bearing

and shear ratios from 1: 0.75:2 to 1:1:2.67 for high tensile bolts.

This would correspond to A.I.S.C. allowable stresses of 20,000 psi

in tension, 20,000 psi in shear and 53,400 psi in double shear bear

ing. Should such increased allowable stresses be use~ revised end

distances and minimum spacing which wpuld protect against end tear

outs shOUld be establi~hed.

The authors realize that the results and conclusions pre

sented here are based on a very limi~ed test program and that fur

there investigation should be conducted to support and expand these

conclusions.
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TABLE I

Plate Mechanical Propertiea

-13

Coupon Yield St. U1t. St. %Elong. 16 Reduotion
No. kai ka! in 8" in area

X-l- 35.0 63.5 30.6 40.0

X-2 35.0 63.0 31.6 52.4

X-3 34.4 62.1 32.4 54.3

X-4 34.9 62.6 27.5 52.7

X-5 34.6 62.2 29.0 57.2

X-6 34.5 61.6 29.2 54.1

X-7 33.6 59.2 35.9 58.3

X-a 32.8 57.8 31.6 57.8

X-9 36.5 61.2- 27.7 50.8

X-10 36.4 61.2 28.1 53.3
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TABLE II

.Part 3 - Results of Tests

Joint Yield Load 'ill timate Load Slip Load
Kips Kips Kips

A-I 57.5 78i50

A-2 57~5 78.75

A-3 57.0 71.5 10 .. 0

A-4 57.0 69.5 8.75

A-5 68.5 80.5 30.0

A-6 68 .. 5 81.0 30.5

-- ---
B-1 60.,0 98.0 20.0

-B-2 61.5 '\ 98.3 20.0
. --

1-0-1 72.50 100.0 0

.a-o-2 105.3 --- ...

I-G-2 72.50 101.0 0

2-C-2 106.3

1-G-3 75.0 102.0 37.50

0-3 Not ramade "!tt weld failure in pu11head

1-0-4 73.0 101.0 31.50

2-0-4 --- 104.0

0-5 60.0 105.5 32.5

1-0-6 76.0 102.5 32.5

2-0-6 --- 106.3
---_.. -...

D-1 55.0 71.5 24.5
,..

D-2 50.0 71.5 18.0

~

E-l 50.8 67.5 12.0

E-2 50.0 68.0 19.5
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TABLE III

Table Comparing Effect of Fastener Material

on Joint Efficiency

Fastener Material T:S:B
Ave .)T,est Eff oxlOO'
Ave. Rel~ Gage Eff:

Cow~on Bolt 1:0051:1025

Conwon Bolt 1:Oe745:2

Common Bolt 1:0 0 456:2

High Tensile Bolts 1:0.745:2.

High Tensile Bolts 1:0.955:2

High Tensile Bolts 1:Oo984:2~67

*Shear-failure of comrnon bolts o

8608%*

97~3%

99r,O%

===================-===

TABLE IV

Table Comparing Effect of Bolt Tension

on H.T.B.Joint Efficiency

Bolt Tension
Kips·

T:S:B Ave. Test Eff ~xl00"
Ave" ReI. Gage' EfE•.

----~--------------:------------_._---_._--

o·

2600

1:0.98:2,,67

1:0.98:2.67

99.0%

99.0%
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